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Abstract: A digital platform objective is to split information, estimation, and service evidently over a scalable system of nodes. While Cloud computing a service accumulates the information and dispersed resources in the release atmosphere. Consequently load balancing in this atmosphere is a key problem. This paper has resolve this issue by developing a dynamic algorithm which generates job sequence as per available resources. This paper has proposed a hybrid genetic algorithm where Particle Swarm Optimization PSO and Teacher Learning Optimization TLO algorithms operation were combined to generate low cost job sequences. Experiment was done on real dataset job sequences. Results were compared with existing algorithm on different evaluation parameters and it was obtained that proposed TLPSO algorithm values are better.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Distributed computing gives power to an effective computing by centralized memory, processing, storage and bandwidth. It should ensure that, no single VM is stacked vigorously and moreover guarantee that some VMs don’t stay inactive or potentially under stacked. Cloud computing has been increasing in massive where client can pay (as you use) for software and hardware. To enhance the reaction time of the client’s submitted application or requests, all the accessible assets are utilized with the help of load calculations [1, 2].

Load regulating methods way to accelerate the implementation of operation by ejecting activities from over stacked VMs and conveying them to under stacked VMs. Load adjusting is the means to boost the implementation of similar and dispersed framework in the course of a reorganization of load amongst the processors or centers, as load balancing is one of the only hurdle recognized with dispersed computing, the load may be reliant upon CPU limit, memory storage, display stack and so on [3, 4].

Load balancing in clouds is a method that allocates the overload vibrant local workload consistently across all the nodes [5]. It is utilized to accomplish a high customer fulfillment and source deployment ratio, making sure that no single node is overwhelmed, hence improving the in general presentation of the PC. Accurate load balancing be able to assist in using the accessible resources optimally, thus diminishing the resource utilization. It in addition helps in applying fail-over, permitting scalability, evading bottlenecks and over-provisioning, lessening.

Reply time etc [6-8]. So objective of load balancing is developing the presentation by balancing the load amongst these different resources (network links, central processing units, disk drives,) to attain best supply consumption, highest throughput, highest response time, and evading overload. To allocate load on diverse systems, diverse load balancing algorithms are utilized.

II. RELATED WORK

In [9] Fog processing can enhance the resource use proficiency of the user gadget, and tackle the issue about service balancing of the postponement sensitive applications. This paper inquires about on the structure of the fog processing, and receives Cloud Atomization Technology to transform physical nodes in various levels into virtual machine nodes. On this premise, this paper utilizes the graph separation hypothesis to assemble the fog processing’s load balancing calculation in light of dynamic graph apportioning. The experiment results demonstrate that the structure of the fog registering after Cloud Atomization can build the system network adaptably, and dynamic load balancing instrument can adequately arrange system resources in addition by decreasing the utilization of node migration brought by system changes.

In [10] paper, demonstrate an algorithm to decrease the operational cost of cloud server organization with the assistance of fog gadgets, which can maintain a strategic distance from the income misfortune because of wide-zone arrange spread postponement and save system transfer speed while serving closer cloud clients. Since
fog gadgets may not be claimed by a cloud specialist organization, they ought to be made up for serving the solicitations of cloud clients. When thinking about temperate pay, the ideal number of solicitations handled locally by each fog gadget ought to be chosen. Therefore, existing burden balancing plans created for cloud server organization can't be connected specifically and it is exceptionally important to update a cost-product input job balancing calculation for the cloud system. To accomplish the above point, authors initially detail a fog helped operational cost minimization issue for the cloud specialist co-op. At that point, authors plan a parallel and appropriated input job balancing calculation with low computational many-sided quality in light of proximal Jacobian rotating heading technique for multipliers.

In [11] the portrayal of computational resources and their ideal allotment among inhabitants with various prerequisites holds the way to actualizing compelling programming systems for such a worldview. To address this issue, an efficient structure for checking, investigating and enhancing system execution is proposed in this examination. In particular, a spiral premise work neural system is set up to change experiment jobs with conceptual depictions into particular resource prerequisites as far as their amounts and characteristics. Also, a novel numerical model is developed to speak to the perplexing resource allotment process in a multi-occupant figuring condition by considering need based inhabitant fulfillment, add up to computational cost and staggered input job adjust. To accomplish ideal resource assignment, an enhanced multi-objective hereditary algorithm is proposed in view of the elitist document and the K - implies approaches.

In [12] paper, authors saw that the homogeneous setup of jobs on heterogeneous nodes can be an essential source of load imbalance and in this way cause poor execution. Jobs ought to be allot in various designs to coordinate the capacities of heterogeneous nodes. To this end, authors proposed a self-versatile job timing approach, Ant that naturally looks the ideal setups for singular undertakings running on various nodes. In a heterogeneous group, Ant first partitions nodes into various homogeneous sub-clusters in view of their equipment setups.

It at that point regards each sub-cluster as a homogeneous bunch and freely applies the self-tuning calculation to them. Insect at long last designs jobs with haphazardly chose setups and steadily enhances undertakings arrangements by replicating the arrangements from best performing assignments and disposing of poor performing arrangements. To quicken undertaking timing and abstain from catching in nearby ideal, Ant utilizes hereditary calculation amid versatile job setup.

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

In order to make a general model which work on various available data indices a Teacher Learning Particle Swarm Optimization (TLPSO) genetic algorithm was used where data is classified without finding all possible combination. Here dynamic load is easily scheduled by this TLPSO where hybrid combination has increase the work efficiency.

1. Pre-Processing: As the dataset available for processing is present in different file format so, some pre-processing steps are required for the conversion of data into experimental environment. In this work data is in form of vectors of the job timing for different machine. So reading of vectors in string form and conversion of those string in proper numeric value is done in pre-processing. Collection of all vector is done in a single matrix is also done here.

2. TLPSO (Teacher Learning Particle Swarm Optimization): In this model Teachers Learning Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm was used for assigning the incoming process to respected machine as per requirement. In this work genetic algorithm TLPSO is was proposed as this makes better load balancing.

3. Generate Population

Different combination of the entire jobs sequence were generate randomly in this step of proposed model. As paper has use TLPSO hybrid algorithm which is combination of Particle Swarm optimization with Teacher Learning approach. Hence population generation was done in this step for TLPSO algorithm, where each chromosome is a combination set of jobs in a unique sequence. So size of chromosome depends on number of jobs K, while population has m any number of chromosomes.

4. \[ Gp = \text{Random(K, m)} \]----Eq. 4

Where m is number of chromosome in the population.

5. Fitness Function

Evaluation of any chromosome was done by this function where each chromosome having minimum makespan time is consider as best solution. So makespan time is estimate as shown in equation 2 which was used for finding the fitness value. This can be understand as let solution set Gp fitness value need to calculate. Than time taken by all machine to execute the each job in the batch is total MakeSpan time. So sum of all job execution time is termed as the probable solution fitness value shown in equation (3).

\[ J_{max} = \text{Max Execution Time} (J_1, J_2, J_3, \ldots \ldots \ldots J_k) \]----(2)
sequences makespan value depends where minimum makespan chromosome act as best solution. Following algorithm find fitness value of chromosome:

Input: Gp, JET // JT: Job execution Time
Output: MakeSpan, Lbest // MakeSpan: Fitness Value
Loop 1:m
\[ C_k \leftarrow G_p[m] \]
MakeSpan[k,N] = Fitness(C_k, JET) // Rand value 0-1
EndLoop
Lbest \leftarrow \text{Min}(\text{MakeSpan})

Out of all iterations minimum local best value act as global best. This Lbest and Gbest is for PSO algorithm, for first iteration both values are same.

7. Iteration Steps As IILPSO include Teacher and particle basic operation for population updation which iteratively call in this section. Such as PSO feature of velocity and position were update in each iteration. While Teach phase were involve for teacher learning. To merge both algorithm as per flow chart operation were explained below:

\[ V_{i+1} = (V_i \times t + (m - X_i) \times r \times (L_{\text{best}} - X_i) + r' \times (G_{\text{best}} - X_i) \]

4. \[ X_{i+1} = X_i + V_{i+1} \]

Where r is random constant having value between 0-1.

Finally as per PSO algorithm velocity value were update as per inertia weight and constriction factor, once velocity gets update than position feature of the chromosome were also update by Eq. In above equation V is velocity, X is position while t, r and r' are random number whose values range change between 0-1. So as per X and V values crossover operation were performed.

8. Crossover (Teacher Phase): This phase was used for the crossover of the chromosomes by the single best solution from the population [13]. Here best solution act as a teacher and its selection is based on the minimum fitness value. In order to do crossover operation random position probable solution value is copied from the teacher chromosome and it was replaced to the non teacher chromosome. This improves the population quality. This can be understood as, let best solution is \( L_{\text{best}} \) than crossover operation.

5. \[ G_p[m] \leftarrow \text{Crossover}(G_p[m], G_p[L_{\text{best}}, r]) \]

6. where \( r = [1...n] \)

7. Type equation here.

9. Update Global Best

At the end of each iteration global best value were compared with current local best value. So when local best value chromosome value is better as compared to global best solution means if chromosome makespan value is less than global best value were update.

10. Experiment and Results
In order to conduct experiment and measure evaluation results, MATLAB 2012a version software is use. This section of paper show experimental setup and results. The tests were performed on an 2.27 GHz Intel Core i3 machine, equipped with 4 GB of RAM, and running under Windows 7 Professional. Proposed algorithm was compared with SJFRL in [14].

11. Dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>Set1</th>
<th>Set2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Jobs</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Machines</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample Size</td>
<td>20x10</td>
<td>20x5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Description of dataset with attributes [5].

Sample of number of jobs 15, machine 5, upper bound 1278 and lower bound 1238, processing times:

27 92 75 94 18 41 37 58 56 20 239 91 81 33 14 88 22 36 65 23 66 5 15 51 2 81 12 40 59 32 16 87 78 41 43 94 1 93 22 93 62 53 30 34 27 30 54 77 24 47 39 66 41 46 24 23 68 50 93 22 64 81 94 97 54 82 11 91 23 32 26 22 12 23 34 87 59 2 38 84 62 10 11 93 57 81 10 40 62 49 90 34 11 81 51 21 39 27

12. Evaluation Parameter

Makespan is defined as the time required for processing all the jobs or the maximum time required for completing a given set of jobs. Minimization of makespan ensures better utilization of the machines and leads to a high throughput [7].

\[ J_{\text{max}} = \max \{ J_1, J_2, J_3, \ldots, J_n \} \]

Total flowtime is defined as the sum of completion time of every job or total time taken by all the jobs. Total flowtime of the schedule is computed using equation [8]:

\[ F = \sum_{i=1}^{n} J_i \]

Completion Time variance is defined as the variance about the mean flowtime and is computed using equation [9]:

\[ V = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (J_i - F)^2 \]

Where \( F \) is the mean flowtime.

Relative Percent Deviation (RPD)

\[ RPD = \left( \frac{G - C^*}{C^*} \right) \times 100 \]

where, \( G \) represents the global best solution obtained by the proposed algorithm for a given problem and \( C^* \) represents the upper bound value.

Results

Table 2: Makespan based comparison of load balancing algorithms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Sequences</th>
<th>Algorithms</th>
<th>n=20 Jobs, 5 machine</th>
<th>n=20 Jobs, 10 machine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TLPSO</td>
<td>1301</td>
<td>1723</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SJFRL</td>
<td>1672</td>
<td>1728</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2 Average Makespan comparison of load balancing algorithms.

Above table 2 and fig. 2 shows that proposed model of hybrid teacher learning and particle swarm optimization algorithm has reduce the makespan time of the different job scheduling sets. This reduction of work was done by improving PSO algorithm by crossover operation of teacher learning.

Table III: Total flow Time based comparison of load balancing algorithms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Sequences</th>
<th>Algorithms</th>
<th>n=20 Jobs, 5 machine</th>
<th>n=20 Jobs, 10 machine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Above table 2-5 shows that proposed model of hybrid teacher learning and particle swarm optimization algorithm has reduce the RPD Total Flow time of the different job scheduling sets. This reduction of work was done by improving PSO algorithm by crossover operation of teacher learning.

### IV. CONCLUSIONS

Load balancing of jobs with dynamic requirement of resources is always a great issue in field of computer science research. This paper has generate dynamic sequence of job as per its resource by using hybrid genetic algorithm. Use of PSO and Teacher Learning improve the work efficiency by reducing the makespan of the work. Modification in genetic algorithm of PSO by involving crossover operation as per teacher learning has increase the chromosome quality in each iteration. This paper has perform experiment on different set of jobs with different resource requirement. Result shows that proposed model has reduce the makespan by 11.05% as compared to existing method SJFRL in [14]. It was also obtained that proposed model has improved the Total Flow Time value by 36.52%. In future one can adopt other genetic algorithm with some neural network model for better learning of job sequence patterns.
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